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My Italian Bulldozer May 01 2021 The best-selling author of the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency series
returns with an irresistible new novel about one man’s adventures in the Italian countryside. Paul Stuart, a
renowned food writer, finds himself at loose ends after his longtime girlfriend leaves him for her personal
trainer. To cheer him up, Paul’s editor, Gloria, encourages him to finish his latest cookbook on-site in
Tuscany, hoping that a change of scenery (plus the occasional truffled pasta and glass of red wine) will
offer a cure for both heartache and writer’s block. But upon Paul’s arrival, things don’t quite go as
planned. A mishap with his rental-car reservation leaves him stranded, until a newfound friend leads him
to an intriguing alternative: a bulldozer. With little choice in the matter, Paul accepts the offer, and as he
journeys (well, slowly trundles) into the idyllic hillside town of Montalcino, he discovers that the
bulldozer may be the least of the surprises that await him. What follows is a delightful romp through the
lush sights and flavors of the Tuscan countryside, as Paul encounters a rich cast of characters, including a
young American woman who awakens in him something unexpected. A feast for the senses and a
poignant meditation on the complexity of human relationships, My Italian Bulldozer is a charming and
intensely satisfying love story for anyone who has ever dreamed of a fresh start.
The Charming Quirks of Others  Aug 16 2022 ISABEL DALHOUSIE - Book 7 Nothing captures the
charm of Edinburgh like the bestselling Isabel Dalhousie series of novels featuring the insatiably curious
philosopher and woman detective. Whether investigating a case or a problem of philosophy, the
indefatigable Isabel Dalhousie, one of fiction’s most richly developed amateur detectives, is always ready
to pursue the answers to all of life’s questions, large and small. Isabel has been asked to discreetly
investigate the candidates for the position of headmaster at a local boys’ school. The board has three final
candidates but has received an anonymous letter alleging that one of them is not suitable.What she
discovers about the candidates is surprising, but what she discovers about herself and about Jamie, the
father of her young son, turns out to be equally revealing. Isabel’s investigation will have her exploring
issues of ambition, as well as of charity, forgiveness, and humility, as she moves nearer and nearer to
some of the most hidden precincts of the human heart.
The Quiet Side of Passion Apr 23 2023 Isabel finds herself grappling with ethically-complex matters of
the heart as she tries to juggle her responsibilities to friends, family, and the philosophical community.
With two small boys to raise, a mountain of articles to edit for the Review of Applied Ethics, and the
ever-increasing demands of her niece, Cat, who always seems to need a helping hand at the deli, Isabel
barely has any time for herself. Her husband, Jamie, suggests acquiring extra help, and she reluctantly



agrees. In no time at all, Isabel and Jamie have a new au pair, and Isabel has an intelligent assistant editor
to share her workload. Both women, though, have romantic entanglements that threaten to interfere with
their work, and Isabel must decide how best to navigate this tricky domestic situation. Can an employer
ever inject herself into her employees’ affairs? Meanwhile, Isabel makes the acquaintance of Patricia, the
mother of Charlie’s friend Basil. Though Isabel finds Patricia rather pushy, she tries to be civil and
supportive, especially given that Patricia is raising her son on her own, without the help of his father, a
well-known Edinburgh organist, also named Basil. But when Isabel sees Patricia in the company of an
unscrupulous man, she begins to rethink her assumptions. Isabel must once again call on her kindness and
keen intelligence to determine the right course of action, at home, at work, and in the schoolyard.
I Served the King of England  Jul 03 2021 Chronicles the experiences of Ditie, who rises from busboy to
hotel owner in World War II Prague, and whose life is shaped by the fate of his country before, during,
and after the conflict.
The Miracle at Speedy Motors  May 13 2022 In the ninth installment of this infinitely enjoyable and
bestselling series, Precious Ramotswe is doing what she does best–solving crimes and taking care of
business: her own and everybody else’s. Investigating her latest case, Mma Ramotswe has to trek to a
game preserve, where she rediscovers the breathtaking beauty of her beloved Botswana. She is there to
uncover the truth about an elderly American traveller whose safari proved to be his last journey. What she
discovers is a surprise to everyone concerned. Meanwhile, problems are also brewing back at the No. 1
Ladies’ Detective Agency: Mma Makutsi has instituted the Complaint Half Hour in order to air her
grievances–which works well for her until Mma Ramotswe decides to institute her own version. And life
is no less complicated at Tlokweng Road Speedy Motors, where Mr. J.L.B. Matekoni–Mma Ramotswe’s
estimable husband–has suddenly decided to mortgage the garage. But without a doubt–and after several
cups of bush tea–Precious Ramotswe will make sure, as only she can, that everything turns out as it
should.
Portuguese Irregular Verbs Sep 16 2022 A deliciously entertaining new series by the bestselling author of
The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency The many fans of Precious Ramotswe will find further cause for
celebration in the protagonist of Alexander McCall Smith’s irresistibly funny trilogy, the eminent (if
shamefully under-read) philologist Professor Dr. Mortiz-Maria von Igelfeld of the Institute at Regensburg.
Unnaturally tall, hypersensitive to slights, and oblivious to his own frequent gaucheries, von Igelfeld is
engaged in a never-ending quest to win the respect he knows is due him. Portuguese Irregular Verbs
follows the Professor from a busman’s holiday researching old Irish obscenities to a flirtation with a
desirable lady dentist. In The Finer Points of Sausage Dogs, von Igelfeld practices veterinary medicine
without a license, transports relics for a schismatically challenged Coptic prelate and is mobbed by
marriage-minded widows on board a Mediterranean cruise ship. In At the Villa of Reduced
Circumstances, the final novel in the trilogy, we find our hero suffering the slings of academic intrigue as
a visiting fellow at Cambridge, and the slings of outrageous fortune in an eventful Columbian adventure.
The Minor Adjustment Beauty Salon Oct 18 2022 Modern ideas get tangled up with traditional ones in
the latest intriguing installment in the beloved, best-selling No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency series.
Precious Ramotswe has taken on two puzzling cases. First she is approached by the lawyer Mma Sheba,
who is the executor of a deceased farmer’s estate. Mma Sheba has a feeling that the young man who has
stepped forward may be falsely impersonating the farmer’s nephew in order to claim his inheritance. Mma
Ramotswe agrees to visit the farm and find out what she can about the self-professed nephew. Then the
proprietor of the Minor Adjustment Beauty Salon comes to Mma Ramotswe for advice. The opening of
her new salon has been shadowed by misfortune. Not only has she received a bad omen in the mail, but
rumors are swirling that the salon is using dangerous products that burn people’s skin. Could someone be
trying to put the salon out of business? Meanwhile, at the office, Mma Ramotswe has noticed something
different about Grace Makutsi lately. Though Mma Makutsi has mentioned nothing, it has become clear
that she is pregnant . . . But in Botswana—a land where family has always been held above all else—this
may be cause for controversy as well as celebration. With genuine warmth, sympathy, and wit, Alexander
McCall Smith explores some tough questions about married life, parenthood, grief, and the importance of
the traditions that shape and guide our lives. This is the fourteenth installment in the series. This ebook
edition includes a Reading Group Guide.



The Novel Habits of Happiness  Dec 20 2022 The tenth book in this beloved author's consistently
bestselling series featuring his insatiably curious, ever-delightful Edinburgh philosopher and amateur
sleuth who now takes on a case like none she's had before: one with paranormal implications. From a
small town outside Edinburgh comes the news that a young boy has been recounting vivid recollections of
a past life: a perfect description of an island off the coast of Scotland which he couldn't possibly know,
and a house there, where he claims to have spent his former life. When the boy's mother asks Isabel to
investigate his claims, she feels she must--of course!--help them learn the truth, and she and Jamie set off
for the island. But finding the house the boy described only leads to more complicated questions. And
when they learn the tragic story of the family who lived there, Isabel is suddenly faced with a situation of
extraordinary delicacy that will require all of her skills both as sleuth and philosopher. (Meantime, back in
Edinburgh: Will an elderly lothario take Grace, her stalwart housekeeper, companion and babysitter, away
from Isabel? Would Isabel be able to manage without Grace?)
The Isabel Dalhousie Series--Novels 1, 2 & 3  Mar 11 2022 The second flagship and bestselling series
from the literary sensation Alexander McCall Smith, the Isabel Dalhousie series is enormously engaging,
wonderfully witty and complete with local Edinburgh colour and flavour. The novels follow the intrepid
and irrepressibly curious Isabel Dalhousie—part-time sleuth and editor of The Review of Applied
Ethics—as she muses on moral questions and wades through the mysteries of other people’s lives, with
the help of her no-nonsense housekeeper, Grace; frequent visits to her niece, Cat’s, Italian delicatessen;
and the friendship of Cat’s musician ex-boyfriend, Jamie. In The Sunday Philosophy Club; Friends,
Lovers, Chocolates; and The Right Attitude to Rain Isabel resolves tricky matters of both heart and mind,
including sometimes, her own.
At the Reunion Buffet Aug 28 2023 A Vintage Shorts “Short Story Month” Original Selection In this
warm, intelligently observed novella, Isabel Dalhousie, Alexander McCall Smith's wonderful heroine,
learns valuable lessons about inviting the past (and everyone in it) back into your life. Isabel Dalhousie--
philosopher, mother and friend--has generously agreed to host the opening dinner for her school reunion
weekend. Twenty-five former classmates will descend upon her home, bringing with them new names,
new looks, and old reputations. While some will see the reunion as an opportunity to forge new
friendships and reaffirm old ones, others aren't interested in changing their minds about the past. One
particular classmate, Barbara Grant, was known as an especially mean girl who bullied the others
relentlessly. As hostess, Isabel feels compelled to help her guests on the path toward reconciliation and
forgiveness, but bitter feelings and long-held secrets threaten to derail her efforts entirely. With her
trademark insight and compassion, Isabel Dalhousie may find a way to navigate these treacherous waters.
An eBook short.
Sweet, Thoughtful Valentine May 25 2023 Philosopher and amateur sleuth Isabel Dalhousie has an
unstinting commitment to her principles. Sticking to her promises has always been one of them. Then
Isabel runs into an old classmate facing marital and financial troubles, who reveals a secret that becomes
more and more difficult for Isabel to keep. Thankfully, Isabel’s devoted husband, Jamie, is there to help
our heroine navigate her competing moral obligations. Beautifully perceptive and witty, this original short
story by Alexander McCall Smith shows Isabel calling upon all of her intelligence, charm, and tact. A
Vintage Shorts "Short Story Month" Original Selection. An ebook short.
The Sunday Philosophy Club May 05 2024 Introducing the new series from the international bestselling
author of The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency books — the Sunday Philosophy Club series is set in
Edinburgh, Scotland, and stars Isabel Dalhousie, editor of The Review of Applied Ethics and part-time
detective. Isabel enjoys wading through the mysteries of life, everything from the morning’s crossword to
higher philosophical dilemmas, often with the advice of her ethically upright housekeeper, Grace. In this
first novel of the series, Isabel witnesses a young man plunge to his death from the upper balcony of the
Edinburgh Concert Hall. When Isabel discovers that the young victim had uncovered illicit activities at
the brokerage house where he worked, the hunt for answers, and the killer, is on. This new series is a
delightful look at a reasonable and logical woman who keeps getting involved in mysteries despite all
reason and logic.
The Man with the Silver Saab Jun 13 2022 In the hilarious new novel in the best-selling Detective Varg
series, an eminent art historian is framed and the ace investigators of the department of sensitive crimes



are on the case. Detective Ulf Varg is a man of refined tastes and quite familiar with the art scene in
Malmö. So when art historian Anders Kindgren visits the Department of Sensitive Crimes to report a
series of bizarre acts that have been committed against him, Ulf and his team swing into action. Fish
stuffed into the vents of Kindgren’s car and a manipulated footnote in a recent publication would be cause
enough for an investigation, but when a painting Kindgren had confidently appraised as genuine is later
declared to be a fake, it’s clear that someone is out to tarnish his reputation. Meanwhile, Ulf is also
weathering personal issues, which quickly spiral out of control. When his lip-reading dog, Martin,
engages in a contretemps with a squirrel that results in a grievous wound, Ulf must rush Martin to the
veterinarian and weigh the merits of cosmetic surgery for animals. And later, when Martin’s blood is
found in the back of Ulf’s classic Saab, Ulf finds himself the subject of a departmental investigation. In
the end, Ulf will have to muster all his detective skills and bureaucratic cunning to restore Kindgren’s
reputation—as well as his own.
The Uncommon Appeal of Clouds  Oct 30 2023 ISABEL DALHOUSIE - Book 9 Nothing captures the
charm of Edinburgh like the bestselling Isabel Dalhousie series of novels featuring the insatiably curious
philosopher and woman detective. Whether investigating a case or a problem of philosophy, the
indefatigable Isabel Dalhousie, one of fiction’s most richly developed amateur detectives, is always ready
to pursue the answers to all of life’s questions, large and small. In this latest installment of Alexander
McCall Smith’s endearing Isabel Dalhousie series, the Edinburgh philosopher and amateur sleuth answers
an unexpected appeal from a wealthy Scottish collector who has been robbed of a valuable painting. One
afternoon over coffee at Cat’s delicatessen, a friend of Isabel’s shares a call for help from Duncan
Munrowe. Crafty thieves have stolen a prized painting from his collection, a work by the celebrated
French artist Nicolas Poussin that was earmarked for donation to the Scottish National Gallery. Munrowe
has been approached by the thieves and hopes that Isabel will assist him in recovering the painting. Never
one to refuse an appeal, she agrees, and discovers that the thieves may be closer to the owner than he ever
would have expected. Against the backdrop of this intriguing case, Isabel copes with life’s issues, large
and small. She and Jamie have begun to suspect that their three-year-old son, Charlie, might be a budding
mathematical genius. What should be done about it? Then there is the question of whether Isabel should
help a young couple who want to move in together—against the wishes of the girl’s parents. The
boyfriend is hoping Isabel might intercede. As she wrestles with these problems, Isabel finds herself
tested as a parent, a philosopher and a friend. But, as always, she manages to use the right combination of
good sense, quick wits and a kind heart to come to the right solution, proving once again why Isabel
Dalhousie has become one of Alexander McCall Smith’s most beloved characters. This ebook edition
includes a Reading Group Guide
The Sunday Philosophy Club Apr 04 2024 Amateur sleuth Isabel Dalhousie is a philosopher who also
uses her training to solve unusual mysteries. Isabel is Editor of the Review of Applied Ethics - which
addresses such questions as 'Truth telling in sexual relationships' - and she also hosts The Sunday
Philosophers' Club at her house in Edinburgh.
The Department of Sensitive Crimes  Jan 21 2023 In the Swedish criminal justice system, certain cases
are considered especially strange and difficult, in Malmö, the dedicated detectives who investigate these
crimes are members of an elite squad known as the Sensitive Crimes Division. These are their stories. The
first case: the small matter of a man stabbed in the back of the knee. Who would perpetrate such a crime
and why? Next: a young woman's imaginary boyfriend goes missing. But how on earth do you search for
someone who doesn't exist? And in the final investigation: eerie secrets that are revealed under a full
moon may not seem so supernatural in the light of day. No case is too unusual, too complicated, or too,
well insignificant for this squad to solve. The team: Ulf “the Wolf” Varg, the top dog, thoughtful and
diligent; Anna Bengsdotter, who's in love with Varg's car (and possibly Varg too); Carl Holgersson, who
likes nothing more than filling out paperwork; and Erik Nykvist, who is deeply committed to fly fishing.
With the help of a rather verbose local police officer, this crack team gets to the bottom of cases other
detectives can't or won't bother to handle. Equal parts hilarious and heartening, The Department of
Sensitive Crimes is a tour de farce from a true master.
The Lost Art of Gratitude Apr 11 2022 New York Times best-selling author Alexander McCall Smith
crafts the sixth entertaining novel starring the ever ethical Isabel Dalhousie. When Isabel bumps into



Minty Auchterlonie for the first time in years, she is skeptical (again) of Minty?s integrity. But Minty
mentions the bank where she works is having internal troubles, and Isabel must determine, once and for
all, if Minty can be trusted.
The Comfort of Saturdays Jul 27 2023 * An intriguing new mystery for Edinburgh-based philosopher
Isabel Dalhousie.
The Careful Use of Compliments  Jan 01 2024 Full-time philosopher and occasional sleuth Isabel
Dalhousie, now the mother of a baby boy, is getting used to the new rhythms of her life, caring for little
Charlie with the sometimes unsettling aid of her forthright housekeeper, Grace, having dinners with
Charlie’s father, Jamie, and tending as usual to submissions to the Review of Applied Ethics. But Isabel is
deeply unsettled when she receives a letter telling her that she is soon to be replaced as editor of the
Review by Christopher Dove, an ambitious academic at a London university, and she considers a variety
of ways of dealing with this unwelcome news. And her niece, Cat, who a couple of years before had
rejected Jamie and broken his heart, is now furious at Isabel for having stolen him away. Isabel’s
insatiable curiosity—or what Jamie sees as her tendency toward meddling—is peaked when she learns
some odd details regarding two paintings by a Scottish artist that have come onto the auction market, and
she begins to think that the paintings might be forgeries. Her investigation takes her to the beautiful Isle of
Jura, where she finds some recent traces of the painter and learns of his apparent suicide in the fabled
whirlpool called the Corryvreckan. A visit to the painter’s widow brings a surprising realization, one that
contributes to her musings throughout the story on mothers, fathers, and sons.
The Right Attitude to Rain Feb 02 2024 The delectable new installment in the bestselling and already
beloved adventures of Isabel Dalhousie and her no-nonsense housekeeper, Grace. When friends from
Dallas arrive in Edinburgh and introduce Isabel to Tom Bruce – a bigwig at home in Texas – several
confounding situations unfurl at once. Tom’s young fiancée’s roving eye leads Isabel to believe that
money may be the root of her love for Tom. But what, Isabel wonders, is the root of the interest Tom
begins to show for Isabel herself? And she can’t forget about her niece, Cat, who’s busy falling for a man
whom Isabel suspects of being an incorrigible mama’s boy. Of course Grace and Isabel’s friend Jamie
counsel Isabel to stay out of all of it, but there are irresistible philosophical issues at stake – when to tell
the truth and when to keep one’s mouth shut, to be precise – and philosophical issues are meat and drink
to Isabel Dalhousie, editor of the Review of Applied Ethics. In any case, she’s certain of the ethical basis
for a little sleuthing now and again – especially when the problems involve matters of the heart.
The No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency  Jan 26 2021 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Fans around the world
adore the bestselling No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency series and its proprietor, Precious Ramotswe,
Botswana’s premier lady detective. In this charming series, Mma Ramotswe—with help from her loyal
associate, Grace Makutsi—navigates her cases and her personal life with wisdom, good humor, and the
occasional cup of tea. This first novel in Alexander McCall Smith’s widely acclaimed The No. 1 Ladies
Detective Agency series tells the story of the delightfully cunning and enormously engaging Precious
Ramotswe, who is drawn to her profession to “help people with problems in their lives.” Immediately
upon setting up shop in a small storefront in Gaborone, she is hired to track down a missing husband,
uncover a con man, and follow a wayward daughter. But the case that tugs at her heart, and lands her in
danger, is a missing eleven-year-old boy, who may have been snatched by witchdoctors. The No. 1
Ladies’ Detective Agency received two Booker Judges’ Special Recommendations and was voted one of
the International Books of the Year and the Millennium by the Times Literary Supplement.
Banshee and the Sperm Whale  Oct 06 2021 A sunset wedding in Kona. An ugly secret discovered on an
iPhone. Experimental philosophical marriage counseling. Time travel. Diver Neurons and Angel Neurons
separated by Sea and Sky. Banshee and the Sperm Whale takes the reader on a journey into the
unconscious mind of Martin, a biracial chef from Denver who suffers from a particular kind of
overabundance. Along the way, a modern allegory unfolds, and everyday notions about self-knowledge,
the nature of good and evil, and possibility of finding meaning and spiritual significance in the face of
inexorable uncertainty are turned inside-out.
Unusual Uses for Olive Oil Mar 23 2023 Professor Dr. Dr. Moritz-Maria von Igelfeld, author of the
highly regarded Portuguese Irregular Verbs (200 LTD copies sold!) and a pillar of the Institute of
Romance Philology in the proud Bavarian city of Regensburg, finds that life is very difficult these days.



His academic rival (and owner of a one-legged dachsund) Detlev-Amadeus Unterholzer has been winning
undeserved recognition. With help from the matchmaking Ophelia Prinzel, he stumbles towards a
romance with Frau Benz, a charming widow who owns her very own Schloss and a fleet of handsome
cars. While on the annual student study retreat in the Alps, von Igelfeld fearlessly plunges 3,000 feet into
mountaineering history, only to suffer the ignominy of giving inspirational lectures about the experience.
And at a dinner party, he is the only kind soul who can aid the aforementioned unfortunate dachshund,
whose sticky wheels are in need of lubrication.
Blue Shoes and Happiness Nov 18 2022 In this seventh installment in the internationally bestselling,
universally beloved series, there is considerable excitement at the shared premises of the No. 1 Ladies’
Detective Agency and Tlokweng Road Speedy Motors. A cobra has been found in Precious Ramotswe’s
office. Then a nurse from a local medical clinic reveals to Mma Ramotswe that faulty blood-pressure
readings are being recorded there. And it looks as though Aunty Emang, the advice columnist in the local
newspaper, may not be what she seems. It all means a lot of work for Mma Ramotswe and her inestimable
assistant, Grace Makutsi, and they are, of course, up to the challenge. But there’s trouble brewing in Mma
Makutsi’s own life. Her greedy uncles are demanding an extra-large bride price from her well-to-do
fiancé, a man of substance, Phuti Radiphuti, and though money may buy her that fashionably narrow (and
uncomfortable) pair of blue shoes, it won’t buy her the happiness that Mma Ramotswe promises her she’ll
find in simpler things – in contentment with the world and enough tea to smooth over the occasional
bumps in the road.
Friends, Lovers, Chocolate Mar 03 2024 The delightful second installment in Alexander McCall Smith’s
already hugely popular new detective series, The Sunday Philosophy Club, starring the irrepressibly
curious Isabel Dalhousie — editor of the Journal of Applied Ethics — and her no-nonsense housekeeper,
Grace. When Isabel’s niece, Cat, asks Isabel to run her delicatessen while she attends a wedding in Italy,
Isabel meets a man with a most interesting problem. He recently had a heart transplant, and is suddenly
plagued with memories of events that never happened to him. The situation appeals to Isabel as a
philosophical question. Is the heart truly the seat of the soul? And it piques her insatiable curiosity: could
the memories be connected with the donor’s demise? Grace, of course, thinks it is none of Isabel’s
business. Add to the mix the lothario Cat brings home from the wedding in Italy, who, in accordance with
all that Isabel knows about lotharios, shouldn’t be trusted . . . but goodness, he is charming. That makes
two mysteries of the heart to be solved — just the thing for Isabel Dalhousie.
The Sunday Philosophy Club Jun 06 2024 ISABEL DALHOUSIE - Book 1 Nothing captures the charm
of Edinburgh like the bestselling Isabel Dalhousie series of novels featuring the insatiably curious
philosopher and woman detective. Whether investigating a case or a problem of philosophy, the
indefatigable Isabel Dalhousie, one of fiction’s most richly developed amateur detectives, is always ready
to pursue the answers to all of life’s questions, large and small. In this first installment, Isabel is attending
a concert in the Usher Hall when she witnesses a man fall from the upper balcony. Isabel can’t help
wondering whether it was the result of mischance or mischief. Against the best advice of her no-nonsense
housekeeper Grace, her bassoon playing friend Jamie, and even her romantically challenged niece Cat,
she is morally bound to solve this case. Complete with wonderful Edinburgh atmosphere and characters
straight out of a Robert Burns poem, The Sunday Philosophy Club is a delightful treat from one of our
most beloved authors.
The Full Cupboard of Life Jul 15 2022 THE NO. 1 LADIES’ DETECTIVE AGENCY - Book 5 Fans
around the world adore the best-selling No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency series and its proprietor, Precious
Ramotswe, Botswana’s premier lady detective. In this charming series, Mma Ramotswe—with help from
her loyal associate, Grace Makutsi—navigates her cases and her personal life with wisdom, good humor,
and the occasional cup of tea. Still engaged to the estimable Mr J.L.B. Matekoni, Mma Ramotswe
understands that she should not put too much pressure on him, as he has other concerns, especially a hair-
raising request from the ever persuasive Mma Potokwane, matron of the orphan farm. Besides Mma
Ramotswe herself has weighty matters on her mind. She has been approached by a wealthy lady to check
up on several suitors. Are these men interested in the lady or just her money? This may be a difficult case,
but it's just the kind of problem Mma Ramotswe likes and she is, as we know, a very intuitive lady.
The Forever Girl Jun 01 2021 Clover has loved James for as long as she can remember, since before she



knew what what love was. But fate seems determined to keep them apart. As children, Clover and James
played beside a turquoise sea under cloudless skies, their Caribbean island home a place of pleasure and
privilege, of lush lawns and tennis parties. In such a paradise nothing should obstruct the kind of
happiness Clover dreams of, except that, as she discovers, true love is often harder than paradise allows
for. And when Clover's mother falls out of love with her husband, a web of complications is woven that
may take Clover a lifetime to unravel. If she ever can . . . Tender and true, The Forever Girl traces love's
unpredictable path to maturity with style, wit and feeling.
Daughter of Fortune Feb 27 2021 From the New York Times bestselling author of The House of the
Spirits, Isabelle Allende, comes a passionate tale of one young woman's quest to save her lover set against
the chaos of the 1849 California Gold Rush. Orphaned at birth, Eliza Sommers is raised in the British
colony of Valparaíso, Chile, by the well-intentioned Victorian spinster Miss Rose and her more rigid
brother Jeremy. Just as she meets and falls in love with the wildly inappropriate Joaquín Andieta, a lowly
clerk who works for Jeremy, gold is discovered in the hills of northern California. By 1849, Chileans of
every stripe have fallen prey to feverish dreams of wealth. Joaquín takes off for San Francisco to seek his
fortune, and Eliza, pregnant with his child, decides to follow him. As Eliza embarks on her perilous
journey north in the hold of a ship and arrives in the rough-and-tumble world of San Francisco, she must
navigate a society dominated by greedy men. But Eliza soon catches on with the help of her natural spirit
and a good friend, the Chinese doctor Tao Chi’en. What began as a search for love ends up as the
conquest of personal freedom. A marvel of storytelling, Daughter of Fortune confirms once again Isabel
Allende's extraordinary gift for fiction and her place as one of the world's leading writers.
The Geometry of Holding Hands  Feb 19 2023 Isabel finds herself entangled in some tricky familial and
financial situations that will require all of her kindness, charm, and philosophical expertise to navigate.
Just when Isabel and Jamie finally seem to have some time to connect and unwind, a wealthy Edinburgh
resident reaches out to Isabel with an unusual request—he would like her to become the executor of his
large Highland estate. Though Isabel initially demurs, he presses on. He has only a short time to live, and,
without any direct heirs, is struggling to determine which of his three cousins would be the best caretaker.
Should it go to the bohemian artist, the savvy city property developer, or the quiet, unassuming bachelor?
As if this weren’t enough to keep Isabel occupied, she’s also spending more time helping her niece Cat at
the deli. Cat, perennially unlucky in love, seems to have finally found her match in the leonine Leo. But
Isabel is beginning to suspect that Leo might be interested in more than Cat’s charms, namely her access
to the family trust. Isabel will need to rely upon remarkable reserves of intelligence and compassion in
order to give all parties exactly what they want and deserve—no more, and no less.
The Perils of Morning Coffee  Sep 28 2023 In this Isabel Dalhousie original short story, available
exclusively in electronic format, our intrepid heroine—accused by a distraught wife of being the "other
woman"—makes a surprising discovery as she attempts to defend her reputation. Summer in Edinburgh is
a season of delicate sunshine and showers, picnics with loved ones in blossoming gardens, and genteel
celebrations of art and music. But Isabel Dalhousie’s peaceful idyll is broken when a single meeting over
coffee with fellow philosopher Dr. George McLeod brings an irate phone call from his wife, Roz, who
implacably accuses Isabel of conducting an affair with her husband. Wounded by the injustice of Roz’s
wild allegation and concerned both for her standing among the gossipy group of her scholarly peers and
for Roz’s apparent state of hysteria, Isabel sets out to discover more about the McLeods, and to set the
record straight before the bitterness in their marriage poisons her own reputation. For insight into the
McLeods’ relationship she turns to Millie, who is both an old acquaintance of Isabel’s and a university
colleague of George’s. In this engaging, intelligently observed story, Alexander McCall Smith’s sharp-
eyed heroine is reminded once again to avoid jumping to hasty conclusions about the lives of others, and
to value friendship wherever it’s found.
The Talented Mr. Varg Aug 04 2021 In the second installment in the best-selling Detective Varg series,
Ulf and his team investigate a notorious philanderer—a wolf of a man whose bad reputation may be all
bark and no bite. The Department of Sensitive Crimes, renowned for taking on the most obscure and
irrelevant cases is always prepared to dive into an investigation, no matter how complex. So when the
girlfriend of an infamous author who insists her bad-boy beau is being blackmailed approaches Ulf Varg,
the department’s lead detective, Ulf is determined to help. It’s rather difficult to determine what skeletons



hide in the hard-living lothario’s closet, though. And while Swedes are notoriously tolerant . . . well, there
are limits. Even for the Swedish. The case requires Ulf’s total concentration, but he finds himself
distracted by his ongoing attraction to his co-worker, Anna, whose own fears about her husband’s fidelity
are causing a strain on her marriage. When Ulf is also tasked with looking into a group of dealers
exporting wolves that seem more canis familiaris than canis lupus, it will require all of his team’s
investigative instincts and dogged persistence to put these matters to bed.
Island Beneath the Sea Sep 04 2021 The New York Times bestselling author of The House of the Spirits
and A Long Petal of the Sea tells the story of one unforgettable woman—a slave and concubine
determined to take control of her own destiny—in this sweeping historical novel that moves from the
sugar plantations of Saint-Domingue to the lavish parlors of New Orleans at the turn of the 19th century
“Allende is a master storyteller at the peak of her powers.”—Los Angeles Times The daughter of an
African mother she never knew and a white sailor, Zarité—known as Tété—was born a slave on the
island of Saint-Domingue. Growing up amid brutality and fear, Tété found solace in the traditional
rhythms of African drums and the mysteries of voodoo. Her life changes when twenty-year-old Toulouse
Valmorain arrives on the island in 1770 to run his father’s plantation, Saint Lazare. Overwhelmed by the
challenges of his responsibilities and trapped in a painful marriage, Valmorain turns to his teenaged slave
Tété, who becomes his most important confidant. The indelible bond they share will connect them across
four tumultuous decades and ultimately define their lives.
Friends, Lovers, Chocolate Nov 06 2021 ISABEL DALHOUSIE - Book 2 Nothing captures the charm of
Edinburgh like the bestselling Isabel Dalhousie series of novels featuring the insatiably curious
philosopher and woman detective. Whether investigating a case or a problem of philosophy, the
indefatigable Isabel Dalhousie, one of fiction’s most richly developed amateur detectives, is always ready
to pursue the answers to all of life’s questions, large and small. In this delightful second installment in
Alexander McCall Smith’s bestselling detective series, the irrepressibly curious Isabel Dalhousie gets
caught up in a highly unusual affair of the heart. When Isabel is asked to cover for vacationing Cat at her
delicatessen, Isabel meets a man with a most interesting problem. He recently had a heart transplant and is
suddenly haunted by memories of events that never happened to him.The situation piques her insatiable
curiosity: Could the memories be connected with the donor’s demise? Naturally, Isabel’s friend Jamie
thinks it is none of Isabel’s business. Meanwhile, Grace, Isabel’s housekeeper, has become infatuated
with a man at her spiritualist meeting, and Cat brings home an Italian lothario. That makes for some
particularly tricky problems–both practical and philosophical–for Isabel to unravel in this enormously
engaging and highly unusual mystery.
The Forgotten Affairs of Youth  Jun 25 2023 ISABEL DALHOUSIE - Book 8 Nothing captures the charm
of Edinburgh like the bestselling Isabel Dalhousie series of novels featuring the insatiably curious
philosopher and woman detective. Whether investigating a case or a problem of philosophy, the
indefatigable Isabel Dalhousie, one of fiction’s most richly developed amateur detectives, is always ready
to pursue the answers to all of life’s questions, large and small. In this latest installment of the beloved
Isabel Dalhousie series, our inquisitive heroine helps a new friend discover the identity of her father.
Isabel and her fiancé know who they are and where they come from. But not everybody is so fortunate.
Jane Cooper, a visiting Australian philosopher on sabbatical in Edinburgh, has more questions than
answers. Adopted at birth, Jane is trying to find her biological father, but all she knows about him is that
he was a student in Edinburgh years ago. When she asks for Isabel’s help in this seemingly impossible
search . . . well, of course Isabel obliges. But Isabel also manages to find time for her own concerns: her
young son, Charlie, already walking and talking; her housekeeper, Grace, whose spiritualist has lately
been doubling as a financial advisor; her niece Cat’s latest relationship; and the pressing question of when
and how Isabel and Jamie should finally get married. Should the forgotten affairs of youth be left in the
past, or can the memories help us understand the present? In her inimitable way, Isabel leads us to a new
understanding of the meaning of family.
The Adventures of Isabel Dec 08 2021 Book one in a mystery series featuring a queer, nameless amateur
detective is ambisexual Kinsey Millhone meets Canadian Lisbeth Salander Rescued from torpor and
poverty by the need to help a good friend deal with the murder of her beloved granddaughter, our
downsized-social-worker protagonist and her cat, Bunnywit, are jolted into a harsh, street-wise world of



sex, lies, and betrayal, to which they respond with irony, wit, intelligence (except for the cat), and
tenacity. With judicious use of the Oxford comma, pop culture trivia, common mystery tropes, and a keen
eye for deceit, our protagonist swaggers through the mean streets of — yes, a Canadian city! — and
discovers that what seems at first to be just a grotty little street killing is actually the surface of a
grandiose and glittering set of criminal schemes.
Sunshine on Scotland Street Jan 09 2022 Scotland Street witnesses the wedding of the century of Angus
Lordie to Domenica Macdonald, but as the newlyweds depart on honeymoon Edinburgh is in disarray.
Recovering from the trauma of being best man, Matthew is taken up by a Dane called Bo, while Cyril
eludes his dog-sitter and embarks on an odyssey involving fox-holes and the official residence of a
cardinal. Narcissist Bruce meets his match in the form of a sinister doppelganger; Bertie, set up by his
mother for fresh embarrassment at school, yearns for freedom; and Big Lou goes viral. But the residents
of Scotland Street rally, and order - and Cyril - is restored by the combined effects of understanding,
kindness, and, most of all, friendship.
Caste Feb 07 2022 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK • “An
instant American classic and almost certainly the keynote nonfiction book of the American century thus
far.”—Dwight Garner, The New York Times The Pulitzer Prize–winning, bestselling author of The
Warmth of Other Suns examines the unspoken caste system that has shaped America and shows how our
lives today are still defined by a hierarchy of human divisions—now with a new Afterword by the author.
#1 NONFICTION BOOK OF THE YEAR: Time ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The
Washington Post, The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, O: The Oprah
Magazine, NPR, Bloomberg, The Christian Science Monitor, New York Post, The New York Public
Library, Fortune, Smithsonian Magazine, Marie Claire, Slate, Library Journal, Kirkus Reviews Winner of
the Carl Sandberg Literary Award • Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize • National Book Award
Longlist • National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist • Dayton Literary Peace Prize Finalist • PEN/John
Kenneth Galbraith Award for Nonfiction Finalist • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award Longlist • Kirkus Prize
Finalist “As we go about our daily lives, caste is the wordless usher in a darkened theater, flashlight cast
down in the aisles, guiding us to our assigned seats for a performance. The hierarchy of caste is not about
feelings or morality. It is about power—which groups have it and which do not.” In this brilliant book,
Isabel Wilkerson gives us a masterful portrait of an unseen phenomenon in America as she explores,
through an immersive, deeply researched, and beautifully written narrative and stories about real people,
how America today and throughout its history has been shaped by a hidden caste system, a rigid hierarchy
of human rankings. Beyond race, class, or other factors, there is a powerful caste system that influences
people’s lives and behavior and the nation’s fate. Linking the caste systems of America, India, and Nazi
Germany, Wilkerson explores eight pillars that underlie caste systems across civilizations, including
divine will, bloodlines, stigma, and more. Using riveting stories about people—including Martin Luther
King, Jr., baseball’s Satchel Paige, a single father and his toddler son, Wilkerson herself, and many
others—she shows the ways that the insidious undertow of caste is experienced every day. She documents
how the Nazis studied the racial systems in America to plan their outcasting of the Jews; she discusses
why the cruel logic of caste requires that there be a bottom rung for those in the middle to measure
themselves against; she writes about the surprising health costs of caste, in depression and life
expectancy, and the effects of this hierarchy on our culture and politics. Finally, she points forward to
ways America can move beyond the artificial and destructive separations of human divisions, toward
hope in our common humanity. Original and revealing, Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents is an eye-
opening story of people and history, and a reexamination of what lies under the surface of ordinary lives
and of American life today.
Forty-four Scotland Street Mar 30 2021 When Pat rents a room in Edinburgh, she acquires some
interesting neighbors--including a pushy Stockbridge mother and her talented, sax-playing, five-year-old
son. Her job at an art gallery hardly keeps her busy until she suspects one painting in the collection may
be an undiscovered work by a Scottish master.
A Distant View of Everything Nov 30 2023 In this installment of the beloved Isabel Dalhousie series,
Isabel is called upon to navigate complex social situations both at home and in her community. A new
baby brings an abundance of joy to Isabel and her husband, Jamie—but almost-four-year-old Charlie



refuses to acknowledge Magnus, and Isabel struggles to impress upon her older son the patience and
understanding that have guided her throughout her own life. These are the very qualities that bring Bea
Shandon, an old acquaintance, to seek Isabel’s help. Something of a matchmaker, Bea has introduced a
wealthy female friend to a cosmetic surgeon, but soon uncovers information leading her to doubt his
motives. Isabel agrees to find out more, but as her enquiries take an unexpected turn, she starts to wonder
whom exactly she should be investigating. As ever, Isabel’s intelligence, wit, and empathy come to her
aid as she grapples with issues like friendship and its duties, the obligation of truthfulness, and the
importance of perspective.
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